The research in Software Testing accumulate large amount of data. As the software technology more advanced day by day, the complexity of software is increasing. Software testing is costly and time consuming process in software development life cycle. Software developer faces many problem when create test cases because if any inaccurate or incomplete step follow during create test cases then it give application failure report to user. There are different software testing techniques and new technologies available to solve the bugs in software. Automated testing solves the bugs in few seconds as compared to manual testing. M anual testing process very slow because many logs and debug points used by user to find bugs in software. M any tools are available for automated test case generation. The main purpose of this paper how do automatic testing with silk tool. Silk testing is a new way to create test cases. Silk testing support to web applications and java based applications and traditional client server based applications. Silk testing uses any browser to execute the report of test cases. With the help of test cases it is easy to find the faults in software. The research work of this paper is when user selects objects as they navigate through the application then side by side objects records with the help of silk testing. After all steps of application are completed then press the play button. It highlights all the objects or paths you follow in the application. Silk testing is related with real world example like song record and then play.
INTRODUCTION
Silk4j is an automation tool for regression and functional testing. It is developed by Segue Software Inc. Automated testing tool enhance the work of software developers and reduce the role of manual testing.it is the perfect solution for complex test cases. It works for different application that is based on java or web. Test automation process increase customer satisfaction by reducing more defects. Silk testing is like a black box testing because it control all click handlings that performed by users. The competition of software development between different companies is very hard. The software producing companies want to increase the software development with high quality with cost and high efficiency. For java based silk testing requires a testing framework like eclipse IDE. The silk 4j is as exe file that import with eclipse. The silk4j testing does either manually and automatically. The automation testing gives accurate and fast report about the test cases. There are different methods that are used to get the properties of objects like size of object and how many attributes of objects and how many functions the object performed. But silk testing is different than other methods. It create automated test case as software developer click on object. Silk testing enables us to direct database access and validation and ability to test across multiple platform bowsers and for technologies. Now silk testing is also for mobile based operating systems like android and other devices. Silk4j testing has following purposes. 1. It has developed to ensure that you testing performed effectively.
2. It covers high proportion of defects.
How silk Test works
The components silk test host and Silk test agent help in silk testing. The graphical user interface part of an application contains objects such as menus, list, button, text view an d a mouse to initiate application functions. Silk test execute these objects and recognize these objects as they select the object. The object recognize on the base of class (Template), attributes and function that identify them. During testing silk test interact with objects to submit operation to the application automatically then determine and verify the action of an operation. 
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Silk testing is advanced technology that is used by many software organizations. The popularity of silk testing is limited before 2008. But in recent 2013 many software organization use silk testing for generate fast and accurate data. Silk testing is used for web applications, java applications and client server based applications. Silk testing is used for show objects of web pages of web applications and also in java applications. Silk testing like a black box testing it also check when user select the button for send input to server. The user check the input that sends by user in request form and then output produced by server is match with expected result or not. Object recognition is dynamic. The problem arise during silk testing is that SilkTest may not recognize some objects in a JavaScript page due to some technical reasons. And it may be necessary to make some modifications if testing should be shifted to other browser / operating system. The silk mobile testing is done with the help of device. 
Figure 2: silk mobile testing
Now mobile device is very expensive so no anybody afford these mobile devices for testing. 2. On real devices using remote access services 
OBJECTIVE
This work has been focused to achieve the following objective 1.
To study different techniques to generate automatically generate test case.
2.
To study the difference between the silk mobile and silk web 3.
To design the model that consumes less cost and high efficiency. 4.
To design the application in java and then run on android emulator for determine the behavior of dynamic objects. 1. In SilkM obile record a test in which you perform the required interactions with the phone App which involves the entering of text. 2. The interactions will be recorded as "click on default" commands within SilkM obile, in which a click is performed on a particular element within the SilkM obile repository. 3. Select the "click on default" command which is responsible for keying of text into the search TextField -view the right hand of the screen select under "Properties". 4. Change the property from a "click element" to a "SendText" property, add a string value and save the changes (see SilkM obile Help under "Add New Operation/Command" for further details). 5. Ensure that the script replays successfully at the end of application. 6. org.silktest.mobile.test package import during silk testing.
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
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Figure 5: Silk Execution Environment
CONCLUSION
At present, java applications develop very rapidly with new technologies, but their properties, such as dynamic, multiplatform and interaction, along with the heterogeneous and autonomous running environments, make it more difficult to be maintained than the traditional software. Software testing is an effective method to ensure the quality of the java applications. But the particularities and complexities of java applications make it difficult to directly use the traditional testing theories and methods. This paper presented our work in java application testing, which includes the requirement analysis, test case generation and selection, testing methods and techniques, Testing execution, and testing result.
FUTURE WORK
Future direction work on the research of testing techniques for java applications and should also pay attention on trends of java applications so improve and enhance the automatic test case generation level. Implement more new technologies for produce fast and accurate data for test case generation.
